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Popular Hough Transform-based object detection approaches usually construct an appearance codebook
by clustering local image features. However, how to choose appropriate values for the parameters used
in the clustering step remains an open problem. Moreover, some popular histogram features extracted
from overlapping image blocks may cause a high degree of redundancy and multicollinearity. In this
paper, we propose a novel Hough Transform-based object detection approach. First, to address the above
issues, we exploit a Bridge Partial Least Squares (BPLS) technique to establish context-encoded Hough
Regression Models (HRMs), which are linear regression models that cast probabilistic Hough votes to
predict object locations. BPLS is an efﬁcient variant of Partial Least Squares (PLS). PLS-based regression
techniques (including BPLS) can reduce the redundancy and eliminate the multicollinearity of a feature
set. And the appropriate value of the only parameter used in PLS (i.e., the number of latent components)
can be determined by using a cross-validation procedure. Second, to efﬁciently handle object scale
changes, we propose a novel multi-scale voting scheme. In this scheme, multiple Hough images
corresponding to multiple object scales can be obtained simultaneously. Third, an object in a test image
may correspond to multiple true and false positive hypotheses at different scales. Based on the proposed
multi-scale voting scheme, a principled strategy is proposed to fuse hypotheses to reduce false positives
by evaluating normalized pointwise mutual information between hypotheses. In the experiments, we also
compare the proposed HRM approach with its several variants to evaluate the inﬂuences of its
components on its performance. Experimental results show that the proposed HRM approach has
achieved desirable performances on popular benchmark datasets.
& 2014 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
The basic idea of most Hough Transform-based object detection
approaches [1–7] is to model the relationship between local image
features and voting points by training a codebook of local appearance.
All image features in a test image are extracted and mapped to a
number of voting points by using the codebook. All the voting points
form a Hough image. The positions of the local maxima in a Hough
image are considered to be the locations of object hypotheses.
A codebook of local appearance is usually constructed by using
a clustering approach. For example, the Implicit Shape Model (ISM)
[1] employs an agglomerative clustering approach to cluster local
image features. The obtained cluster centers form a codebook. A
distance threshold is used during the clustering step to determine
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whether a local feature should merge with a cluster. When the
threshold value varies, the derived codebooks and detection results
may be signiﬁcantly different. The Hough forest approach [2]
constructs a codebook (i.e., a tree in a random forest) by using a
supervised clustering step that also uses some parameters, such as
the depth of a tree and the criteria used to stop the growth of a
tree. However, how to choose appropriate values for these parameters remains an open problem. In addition, some popular
histogram features, such as Histograms of Oriented Gradient
(HOG) [8], are extracted from overlapping image blocks. In that
case, the redundancy and the multicollinearity of a derived highdimensional feature set can be very high, and the performance of
object detection approaches can be decreased.
The above issues, i.e., the difﬁculty of choosing appropriate
values for the parameters used in a clustering step and the negative
inﬂuence of redundancy and multicollinearity, can be solved by
using Partial Least Squares (PLS) [9]. PLS is a popular statistical
regression technique, which projects feature vectors onto a much
lower dimensional latent subspace. Since the latent components
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yielded by the projection are mutually orthogonal, the multicollinearity of a feature set is eliminated and the redundancy of the
feature set is reduced. As for choosing appropriate values for
parameters, the value of the only parameter used in PLS, i.e., the
number of latent components, can be determined by using a crossvalidation procedure. By exploiting these advantages of PLS, we
propose a novel Hough Transform-based object detection approach.
Algorithm 1. The training procedure of the proposed approach.
Input: a set of training images.
Output: Hough Regression Models Vj.
1 Extract n image patches from the training images and
represent the image patches as feature vectors fxi gni¼ 1 . Form
a matrix X 0 ¼ ðx1 ; x2 ; …; xn ÞT .
2 Extract n voting vectors fyi gni¼ 1 corresponding to the n
feature vectors, respectively. Form a matrix
Y ¼ ðy1 ; y2 ; …; yn ÞT .
3 For each xi , extract a set of m neighbors fxij gm
and derive a
j¼1
.
set of m þ1 context-encoded feature vectors fxi  xij gm
j¼0
4 Form mþ 1 context-encoded matrices:
m

fX j ¼ ðx1  x1j ; x2  x2j ; …; xn xnj ÞT gj ¼ 0 :
.
Derive m þ 1 context-encoded training sets T ¼ fðX j ; YÞgm
j¼0
5 Apply BPLS on each training set to obtain m þ1 context.
encoded Hough Regression Models fV j gm
j¼0
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changes. This voting scheme simultaneously casts Hough votes at
multiple scales by using only an original image. Therefore, multiple
Hough images corresponding to multiple object scales can be
obtained simultaneously, while an image pyramid (which is used
in [2–4,12,13]) is not required.
Based on this scheme, a principled fusion strategy is proposed
to fuse multiple detection hypotheses corresponding to one object
to reduce false positives. This strategy reveals and measures the
correlation between two hypotheses by evaluating normalized
pointwise mutual information (NPMI) [14] between them. If two
hypotheses at two different scales are considered to be correlated
by evaluating NPMI, they are fused to avoid a false positive.
The proposed approach is called the HRM approach. The
training and test procedures of the HRM approach are shown in
Algorithms 1 and 2, respectively. In the experiments, the HRM
approach is also compared with its several variants to evaluate the
inﬂuences of its components on its performance.
This study extends its earlier version, i.e., the PSCG approach [12],
mainly by: (1) exploiting a more efﬁcient variant of PLS, i.e., BPLS, to
improve the efﬁciency in computing HRMs; (2) proposing a novel
multi-scale voting scheme to efﬁciently handle object scale changes
and reveal the correlations between hypotheses; (3) generalizing the
probabilistic framework in the PSCG approach to describe the
proposed multi-scale voting scheme; (4) proposing a principled and
NPMI-based strategy to fuse hypotheses to reduce false positives.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 summarizes the related work; Section 3 speciﬁes how to establish HRMs

Algorithm 2. The test procedure of the proposed approach.
Input: a test image and the trained Hough Regression Models.
Output: object hypotheses at S different scales fσ s gSs ¼ 1 .
1 Densely extract all r image patches fpℓ grℓ ¼ 1 from the test image.
2 For each pℓ , derive m þ1 context-encoded feature vectors fxℓ  xℓj gm
.
j¼0
3 By using all the Hough Regression Models fV j gm obtained in the training stage, generate m þ1 Hough votes: E ℓ ¼ fy^ ℓ gm
j¼0
j

j¼0

for each

pℓ .
ðσ s Þ
4 At a scale σs, obtain the set of Hough votes cast by all the r image patches: Aðσ s Þ ¼ ⋃r
ℓ ¼ 1Eℓ .
S
5 Obtain S sets of Hough votes fAðσ s Þ g
s ¼ 1 and form an S-level Hough image cuboid.
6 Find all the local maxima at each level of the Hough image cuboid. Accept all the hypotheses corresponding to these local maxima as
initial hypotheses.
7 For any pair of hypotheses ðhðo; zi ; σ i Þ; hðo; zj ; σ j ÞÞðia jÞ (where σi and σj are the scales of the two hypotheses, respectively), calculate
the NPMI between them. If the NPMI is larger than zero, remove the hypothesis whose score is smaller than the other one.

Instead of constructing a codebook as in [1,2], our approach
uses Bridge Partial Least Squares (BPLS) [10] to establish linear
regression models. The obtained models take context-encoded
feature vectors as inputs and generate Hough votes for all possible
object locations to yield Hough images. We call these linear
regression models as context-encoded Hough Regression Models
(HRMs). The local maxima of Hough images correspond to the
estimated object locations. BPLS is an efﬁcient variant of the
traditional PLS technique. The traditional PLS technique uses an
inefﬁcient iterative procedure in which an eigenvalue decomposition step is implemented repeatedly to extract enough number of
latent components. BPLS can simultaneously extract all latent
components for feature vectors by using eigenvalue decomposition
only once. The iterative procedure in PLS is not required in BPLS.
BPLS was originally proposed in the area of chemometrics and used
to analyze functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) data. In
this paper, we use BPLS to establish HRMs for object detection.
Furthermore, we propose a novel multi-scale voting scheme,
inspired by the idea of [11], to efﬁciently handle object scale

by using PLS and BPLS; the proposed multi-scale voting scheme and
probabilistic framework are described in Section 4; the NPMI-based
fusion strategy is explained in Section 5; experimental results on
popular benchmark datasets are shown in Section 6; conclusions are
given in Section 7.

2. Related work
Sliding window and Hough Transform are two major frameworks
used in many visual object detection approaches. Owing to the
signiﬁcant work of Leibe et al. [1] (i.e., the ISM approach), the Hough
Transform framework becomes more and more popular in detecting
irregular-shaped and articulated objects [2–7,11–13,15–17]. The ISM
approach extracts local features from objects in training images. The
spacial relationship between each local feature and its corresponding
object center is recorded as a voting vector. All the extracted local
features are clustered, and the obtained cluster centers form an
appearance codebook. Any local feature in a test image is matched to
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the codebook. The recorded voting vectors corresponding to the
activated codebook entries are used to cast Hough votes. The partISM
approach [5] and voting line-based approach [11] also build up a
codebook by clustering local features. In [5], the parts of a pedestrian
are detected independently. The spacial relationship between each
part and the center of a pedestrian is learned to predict the locations
of pedestrians in test images.
However, the clustering step for building up a codebook in ISM and
partISM is time-consuming. Moreover, in the clustering step, a distance
threshold is used to determine whether a local feature should merge
with a cluster. The threshold value can signiﬁcantly inﬂuence the
effectiveness of the derived codebook. In addition, the weights
assigned to all Hough votes cast from a codebook entry are identical
in the ISM approach. To address these issues, a number of improvements have been made to the ISM approach in recent years. Instead of
unsupervised clustering, the Hough forests [2,13] and DGHT [16]
approaches implement a supervised clustering step to construct
random forests. The leaf nodes of a tree in a random forest are
considered to form a discriminative codebook. Given a local feature in
a test image, both its corresponding voting vectors and the probability
that the feature belongs to foreground can be obtained from the leaf
nodes of a tree. The probability is considered as the weight of any
Hough vote cast by the feature. The MMHT [3] approach adapts the
probabilistic framework in the ISM approach and learns the weights of
Hough votes in a discriminative max-margin framework.
As for handling object scale variations, the ISM [1], 4D-ISM [15],
partISM [5], IRD [6], Fast PRISM [7] and MMHT [3] approaches use
local feature descriptors to estimate the scales of local features and
cast Hough votes in a scale space. The positions where the voting
points are most concentrated in the scale space are considered as
the locations of object hypotheses. The Hough forests [2], PSCG [12]
and latent Hough forest [13] approaches, as well as the iterative
multi-object extraction framework [4], simply rescale a test image
to form an image pyramid and perform object detection at each
level of the pyramid. In the derived Hough image pyramid, 3D local
maxima indicate the estimated positions and scales of object
hypotheses [2]. In [11], local scale estimation is considered to be
unreliable. Therefore, to solve this problem, voting points are
extended to voting lines in [11]. A voting line consists of the voting
points cast by a local feature at all scales in a scale space. The
position of an intersection point of voting lines in the scale space
indicates the location and scale of an object hypothesis.
The Partial Least Squares technique [9] is a supervised dimensional reduction tool, which is usually followed by a feature
selection step to discard noisy and redundant features. For
instance, [18,19] use PLS followed by a feature selection strategy
named Ordered Predictors Selection to detect humans and vehicles
on challenging datasets, respectively. Recently, a novel pedestrian
detection approach [20] performs feature selection by using an
Adaboost algorithm to select spatially pooled covariance matrix
features and LBP features. By intensively inspecting the

experimental design of the detector, the approach proposed in
[20] obtains an impressive performance in pedestrian detection.
Ref. [21] employs PLS in a multi-stage framework to perform datadriven object detection. Furthermore, a non-linear variant of PLS in
Reproducing Kernel Hilbert Space, i.e. Kernel Partial Least Squares
[22], is employed in [23–25] to improve the performance of PLS in
the tasks of head pose estimation, monocular 3D pose estimation
and human age estimation, respectively.

3. Generating context-encoded HRMs with BPLS
The PLS technique [9] can reduce redundant information in
feature vectors and handle the multicollinearity problem by projecting feature vectors onto a much lower dimensional latent subspace.
However, the traditional PLS technique is based on an inefﬁcient
iterative procedure which extracts only one latent component in
each iteration. BPLS [10] is a more efﬁcient variant of PLS, which
avoids the iterative procedure and extracts all latent components by
using eigenvalue decomposition only once. In this section, we ﬁrst
describe how to utilize PLS to establish context-encoded linear
regression models. Each model either predicts object locations or
estimates the class labels of image patches. Afterwards, BPLS is
introduced to replace PLS to compute HRMs more efﬁciently. Finally,
the time complexity of BPLS and PLS is discussed.
3.1. Creating context-encoded training sets
First, n small image patches (with a ﬁxed size), denoted as
P ¼ fpi gni¼ 1 , are randomly extracted from training images. Half of
the image patches are positive samples taken from the bounding
boxes corresponding to object locations, and the other ones are
negative samples taken from background. The extracted n image
patches are represented as feature vectors fxi gni¼ 1 , which form a
matrix X 0 ¼ ðx1 ; x2 ; …; xn ÞT . For any positive sample pi in P, its
relative location with respect to its corresponding object center is
represented as a two-dimensional vector yi . Each yi is called a
voting vector. Since the negative samples in P are extracted from
background, we assign a voting vector ð 1;  1ÞT to each negative sample. Hence, we obtain n voting vectors fyi gni¼ 1 , which form
a matrix Y ¼ ðy1 ; y2 ; …; yn ÞT . Each feature vector xi in X0 corresponds to a voting vector yi in Y.
Context information can help to improve the discriminative
ability of an image patch. For example in Fig. 1(a), the green and
yellow patches are very similar in appearance. However, the three
red patches located on the man's legs can help the green patch to
discriminate itself from background and cast reliable Hough votes.
In order to extract context information, around each image patch in
P, we further extract a set of m neighboring patches (see Fig. 1
(b) for examples of adjacent and overlapping neighboring patches).
The feature vectors of the neighboring patches of an image patch pi

Fig. 1. Demonstration of 16 contextual neighboring patches (8 adjacent neighboring patches (red) of the green and yellow patches (a), and 8 overlapping neighboring
patches (pink) of the blue patch (b)). (For interpretation of the references to color in this ﬁgure caption, the reader is referred to the web version of this paper.)
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in P are denoted as N i ¼ fxij gm
. By repeatedly subtracting xij
j¼1
from xi (as j varies from 1 to m), a set of m þ1 context-encoded
feature vectors can be derived for the image patch pi :
⋃fxi g ¼ fxi xij gm
Di ¼ fxi  xij gm
j¼1
j¼0

ð1Þ

where xi0 ¼ 0.
Now for all the image patches fpi gni¼ 1 in P, we have n sets
fDi gni¼ 1 , and each Di contains m þ1 context-encoded feature
vectors. As a result, m þ1 matrices can be formed as follows:
m

fX j ¼ ðx1  x1j ; x2  x2j ; …; xn xnj ÞT gj ¼ 0 :

ð2Þ

Note that for each matrix Xj, the i-th row is the transpose of the j-th
vector in Di . Recall that each feature vector xi in X0 corresponds to
a voting vector yi in Y. We let each xi share its corresponding yi
with all the context-encoded feature vectors in Di . Thus, mþ 1
context-encoded training sets are obtained as T ¼ fðX j ; YÞgm
.
j¼0
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where W j ¼ ðw1 ; w2 ; …; wc Þ is a matrix of weights, and fwk gck ¼ 1 in
Wj are the weight vectors in PLS; T j ¼ ðt 1 ; t 2 ; …; t c Þ is a matrix of
scores. ft k gck ¼ 1 in Tj are the score vectors, and are also the latent
components for the feature vectors in X~ j . These latent components
span a c-dimensional latent space. The dimensionality of the latent
space (i.e., c) is much lower than the dimensionality of the feature
vectors in X~ j . c is the only parameter used in PLS and can be
estimated by using a cross-validation procedure.
To obtain each weight vector wk and score vector tk, traditional
variants of PLS usually conduct an iterative procedure as described
in Algorithm 3 [9,26,27]. Step 3 in Algorithm 3 indicates that wk is
the ﬁrst dominant eigenvector of the matrix ETk F k F Tk Ek . Therefore, in
each iteration in Algorithm 3, an eigenvalue decomposition step
(step 3) followed by the deﬂations of the matrices Ek and Fk (step 5)
is computed. Once all the weight vectors fwk gck ¼ 1 and the score
vectors ft k gck ¼ 1 are obtained, we can have the linear regression
model Vj as described in step 7–step 9 of Algorithm 3.
Algorithm 3 speciﬁes how to obtain the model Vj by using the
training set ðX j ; YÞ in T . Therefore, when all the mþ 1 training sets in T

Algorithm 3. A typical iterative procedure used in traditional Partial Least Squares algorithms.
Input: a predictor matrix X~ j and a response matrix Y~ .
Output: a matrix of weights W j ¼ ðw1 ; w2 ; …; wc Þ, a matrix of scores T j ¼ ðt 1 ; t 2 ; …; t c Þ, a matrix of regression coefﬁcients Bj, a
residual matrix Rj, and a Hough Regression Model Vj.
1 Initialize:
E1 ¼ X~ j ;

F 1 ¼ Y~ :

2 for k¼ 1 to c do

3  Calculate the first dominant eigenvector of ETk F k F Tk Ek to obtain the kth weight vector wk :


 wk ¼ argmax wT ETk F k F Tk Ek w; s:t: : wT w ¼ 1:

w
4 
 Calculate the kth score vector :


 t ¼ E k nw k :
5  k
 Deflate the matrices E and F :

k
k

 Ek þ 1 ¼ Ek  t k t Tk Ek ; F k þ 1 ¼ F k  t k t Tk F k :
6 end
7 Calculate the matrix of regression coefﬁcients:
Bj ¼ W j ðT Tj X~ j W j Þ  1 T Tj Y:
8 Calculate the residual matrix:
Rj ¼ Y~  X~ j Bj :
9 Obtain the Hough Regression Model Vj:
V j : Y~ ¼ X~ j Bj þ Rj :

3.2. Generating HRMs with partial least squares
With each training set ðX j ; YÞ in T , we use PLS to establish a
linear regression model Vj as follows:
V j : Y~ ¼ X~ j Bj þ Rj ;

ð3Þ

where X~ j and Y~ are the mean-centered variants of Xj and Y,
respectively; Bj is a matrix of regression coefﬁcients and Rj is a
residual matrix. From [26,27], the matrix of regression coefﬁcients
Bj can be estimated as follows:
Bj ¼ W j ðT Tj X~ j W j Þ  1 T Tj Y~ ;

ð4Þ

. All the
are used respectively, we can obtain mþ 1 models: V ¼ fV j gm
j¼0
models are used to generate Hough votes to predict object locations.
Let us consider a test image containing r image patches fpℓ grℓ ¼ 1 . For
each pℓ , we derive mþ1 context-encoded feature vectors:
Dℓ ¼ fxℓ  xℓj gm
. The j-th vector ðxℓ  xℓj Þ corresponds to the j-th
j¼0
model Vj in V. By using the vector ðxℓ  xℓj Þ and the matrix of
regression coefﬁcients Bj in the model Vj, the image patch pℓ produces
a voting vector as follows:

y^ ℓj ¼

"
#
1 n
1 n
T
∑ y þ Bj ðxℓ xℓj Þ  ∑ ðxi  xij Þ :
ni¼1 i
ni¼1

ð5Þ
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Thus, by varying j from 0 to m, each image patch pℓ can produce mþ 1
m
voting vectors (i.e., Hough votes): E ℓ ¼ fy^ ℓj g
. Each voting vector y^ ℓj
j¼0
indicates a possible object location relative to the image patch pℓ . Since
the mþ 1 linear regression models fV j gm
in V are established by
j¼0
using the context-encoded training sets in T and are used to produce
Hough votes, we call these models as context-encoded Hough Regression
Models (HRMs).
In addition, we also establish mþ1 context-encoded Label Regression
Models (LRMs): L ¼ fLj gm
. To obtain the LRMs, for each training
j¼0
image patch pi in P, its voting vector yi in Y is replaced with its class
label yi A f þ 1;  1g. Then, the LRMs are computed by repeating the
regression process described in Algorithm 3. Similar to Eq. (5), by using
all the mþ1 LRMs in L, we can obtain mþ1 estimated class labels for
m
the test image patch pℓ : Cℓ ¼ fy^ ℓj g
.
j¼0

3.3. Generating HRMs with bridge partial least squares
As can be seen in each iteration in Algorithm 3, only one
weight vector wk is extracted by using an eigenvalue decomposition step (step 3). Afterwards, a matrix deﬂation step (step
5) is also employed in each iteration. These iterative steps
seriously decrease the efﬁciency of PLS. The matrix deﬂation
step after extracting each weight vector is necessary because the
T
T
matrix ET F 1 F T E1 (i.e., X~ Y~ Y~ X~ j ) is rank-deﬁcient. The rank of
1

1

j

T
T
X~ j Y~ Y~ X~ j is not larger than the rank of Y~ . In our case, we have
T
T
rankðX~ j Y~ Y~ X~ j Þ r rankðY~ Þ ¼ 2, since the voting vectors in Y~ are
two-dimensional. Assume that we want to extract c latent
components ft k gck ¼ 1 as in Algorithm 3. If the ﬁrst c dominant

T
T
Hence, different from X~ j Y~ Y~ X~ j , the key property of M is that rank(M)
is equal to rankðX~ j Þ. Recall that we assume that c latent components
ft k gck ¼ 1 are to be extracted. In practice, rank(M) (i.e., rankðX~ j Þ) is usually
comparatively large, and it is usually much larger than c. Therefore, all
the ﬁrst c dominant eigenvectors of M are able to explain the
T
T
covariance of M. By replacing X~ j Y~ Y~ X~ j with M, the steps of deﬂating
matrix (step 5) and repeatedly computing eigenvalue decomposition
(step 3) in Algorithm 3 are no longer necessary. Algorithm 4 [10,28]
shows the procedure of BPLS. From Algorithm 4 we can see that BPLS
simultaneously extracts the ﬁrst c dominant eigenvectors of M by using
eigenvalue decomposition only once instead of the iterative procedure
used in PLS. The c eigenvectors are the obtained weight vectors
fwk gck ¼ 1 (see step 2 in Algorithm 4).

Algorithm 4. The Bridge Partial Least Squares algorithm.
Input: a predictor matrix X~ j and a response matrix Y~ .
Output: a matrix of weights W j ¼ ðw1 ; w2 ; …; wc Þ, a matrix of
scores Tj, a matrix of regression coefﬁcients Bj, a residual matrix Rj, and a Hough Regression Model Vj.
1 Introduce the ridge-parameter α into X~ T Y~ Y~ T X~ :
j
j

T
T
M ¼ X~ j ðαI þ ð1  αÞY~ Y~ ÞX~ j :

2 Calculate the ﬁrst c dominant eigenvectors of M to obtain the
matrix of weights Wj:
W j ¼ argmax TrðW T MWÞ; s:t: : W T W ¼ 1:
W

T
T
eigenvectors of X~ j Y~ Y~ X~ j are extracted simultaneously, the 3rd to
the c-th dominant eigenvectors cannot explain the covariance
between the matrices X~ j and Y~ . Consequently, only two latent

3 Calculate the matrix of scores:

components (i.e., t1 and t2 in Algorithm 3) can be extracted
[10,28]. Thus, in order to obtain more latent components, the
traditional PLS technique solves the rank deﬁciency problem by
employing the matrix deﬂation step (step 5 in Algorithm 3). As a
result, the eigenvalue decomposition step (step 3) and the
matrix deﬂation step (step 5) in Algorithm 3 have to be repeated
in each iteration, which is time-consuming.
BPLS [10] can solve the rank deﬁciency problem and extract all
required latent components simultaneously in one eigenvalue decomposition step. Thus, BPLS is more efﬁcient than PLS. The main idea of
T
T
BPLS is to introduce a ridge-parameter α into X~ Y~ Y~ X~ j as follows:

4 Calculate the matrix of regression coefﬁcients:

T j ¼ X~ j W j :

Bj ¼ W j ðT Tj T j Þ  1 T Tj Y:
5 Calculate the residual matrix:
Rj ¼ Y~  X~ j Bj :
6 Obtain the Hough Regression Model Vj:
V j : Y~ ¼ X~ j Bj þRj :

j

T
T
M ¼ X~ j ðαI þð1 αÞY~ Y~ ÞX~ j

ð6Þ

T
T
T
M ¼ αX~ j X~ j þ ð1  αÞX~ j Y~ Y~ X~ j

ð7Þ

2
3
pﬃﬃﬃ ~ T
hpﬃﬃﬃ T pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ T i
α
X
j
6
7
M¼
α X~ j 1  α X~ j Y~ 4 pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ T 5;
1  α X~ j Y~

ð8Þ

where α A ½0; 1 and I is an identity matrix. When α is a very small
T
T
number, the matrix M highly approximates the matrix X~ Y~ Y~ X~ j .
j

T
T
Therefore, replacing X~ j Y~ Y~ X~ j with M in PLS does not affect the
effectiveness of the established model Vj [28]. This replacement leads
to a PLS regression when α ¼ 0, and yields a principal components
regression (PCR) when α ¼ 1 [10,28].
By linear algebra, we have
hpﬃﬃﬃ T pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ T i
rankðMÞ ¼ rank
α X~ j 1 α X~ j Y~

¼ rankðX~ j Þ:

ð9Þ

As with Section 3.2, when all the m þ1 training sets in T are
used respectively, we can obtain m þ1 HRMs and m þ1 LRMs by
using BPLS. Compared to the traditional PLS technique, BPLS uses
eigenvalue decomposition only once and can avoid the matrix
deﬂation step. Therefore, the efﬁciency of BPLS is higher than that
of PLS.
3.4. Discussions on time complexity
As can be seen from Algorithms 3 and 4, the computational
burden in PLS and BPLS mainly concentrates on the eigenvalue
decomposition steps. Assuming that the predictor matrix X~ j contains n^ columns, the time complexity of the eigenvalue decomposition of ETk F k F Tk Ek (i.e., an n^  n^ matrix) in step 3 of Algorithm 3
3
is Oðn^ Þ. Since step 3 is executed c times in Algorithm 3, the time
3
complexity of the traditional PLS technique is  Oðcnn^ Þ (c is the
number of latent components and is determined by using a cross
validation procedure). As for BPLS, the eigenvalue decomposition
of M (i.e., an n^  n^ matrix) in step 2 of Algorithm 4 also has a time
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complexity of Oðn^ Þ. However, since step 2 is executed only once in
Algorithm 4, the time complexity of the BPLS algorithm is only
3
3
 Oðn^ Þ. Thus, the time complexity can be reduced from Oðcnn^ Þ to
3
^
^
Oðn Þ by using BPLS instead of PLS. When n is a large number, the
efﬁciency of the training stage of the proposed HRM approach can
be signiﬁcantly improved.
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In this section, we ﬁrst discuss the characteristics of two
existing solutions to the problem of object scale variations: image
pyramids and voting lines. By inheriting the advantages and
overcoming the disadvantages of these two solutions, we propose
a novel multi-scale voting scheme that simultaneously casts Hough
votes at multiple scales by only using an original image. Thus,
image pyramids, which are widely used in modern detection
algorithms [2–4,8,12,13], are not required. It is of more importance
that the proposed voting scheme serves as a foundation for
revealing the correlations between hypotheses at different scales.
This foundation leads to a principled and NPMI-based fusion
strategy proposed in Section 5 which can reduce false positives.

positions where the voting points are most clustered at the three
levels of the Hough image pyramid in Fig. 2(b), it can be seen that
the object in the yellow box corresponds to four hypotheses in the
Hough image pyramid. The three hypotheses in the green boxes are
false positives, and the hypothesis in the red box is a true positive.
The false positives may be caused by intra-class variations, background noise, etc. The Hough votes for the false positives are cast
by the image features at the second level of the image pyramid in
Fig. 2(a), while the votes for the true positive are cast by the image
features at the ﬁrst level of the image pyramid. In other words,
although the true positive and the three false positive hypotheses
in Fig. 2(b) correspond to the same object, they are derived from
different levels of the image pyramid. Therefore, it is difﬁcult to
reveal or measure the correlations between the true positive and
the three false positives. They may be accepted as different
detected objects. Some approaches (e.g., [1,3,11]) use timeconsuming veriﬁcation steps to identify false positives. The Hough
forest approach [2] proposes to seek the 3D local maxima in a
Hough image pyramid to fuse multiple hypotheses corresponding
to one object. However, this strategy is still ineffective for the four
hypotheses in Fig. 2(b), because each of them can be considered as
a 3D local maximum in the Hough image pyramid.

4.1. Image pyramids

4.2. Voting lines

As we said before, image pyramids are widely used to handle
object scale changes [2–4,8,12,13]. For example in Fig. 2(a), a
3-level image pyramid is formed by resizing the original image.
By applying any Hough Transform-based detector at the three
levels of the image pyramid, the image features extracted from the
three levels cast votes to form three Hough images, respectively, as
shown in Fig. 2(b). The voting points are represented as gray
points, and the Hough images form a Hough image pyramid. Two
problems exist in using an image pyramid to handle object scale
changes:

Björn Ommer et al. [11] indicate that local scales estimated by
local feature descriptors are unreliable. In order to obtain the
locations and scales of objects without using unreliable local scale
estimates, voting points are generalized to voting lines in a scale
space [11]. The basic idea of [11] is depicted in Fig. 3. In the training
stage of most Hough Transform-based approaches (e.g. [1,2,4]), the
training images are resized beforehand so that the scales of the
objects used for training are identical. Let us denote the scales of
the objects used in the training stage as σ0. A test image is placed
on the plane Ω0, whose equation is σ ¼ σ 0 , in the scale space in
Fig. 3(a) for better understanding. During testing, an image feature,
which is represented as the green point in Fig. 3(a), is extracted
from the test image at the coordinates ðx; y; σ 0 Þ in the scale space. In
most Hough Transform-based approaches, this feature may cast a
2D Hough vote along the plane Ω0 to the orange point at the
coordinates ðx þ d; y; σ 0 Þ in Fig. 3(a). However, the 2D Hough vote is
generalized to a 3D Hough vote, i.e., a voting line, in [11]. The
voting line produced by the image feature at the coordinates
ðx; y; σ 0 Þ (the green point) in Fig. 3(a) is determined by two points
in the scale space: the ﬁrst one is the orange voting point at the
coordinates ðx þ d; y; σ 0 Þ; the second one is the blue point at the

4. Multi-scale voting scheme

 Object detection is performed repeatedly at each level of an
image pyramid, which is greatly time-consuming.

 Object hypotheses obtained at different levels of a Hough image
pyramid are derived from different levels of an image pyramid.
This may lead to a result that multiple true and false positive
hypotheses corresponding to one object are all accepted as
different detected objects.
The ﬁrst problem is apparent. As for the second one, let us
consider the object in the yellow box in Fig. 2(a). By seeking the

Original image

Fig. 2. Illustration of an image pyramid (a) and the corresponding Hough image pyramid (b). In (b), the gray points represent the voting points cast by the image patches
extracted from (a); the red and green boxes indicate the true and false positive hypotheses corresponding to the object in the yellow box in (a), respectively. (For
interpretation of the references to color in this ﬁgure caption, the reader is referred to the web version of this paper.)
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Voting line

σ

(x + σs /σ 0 ∗ d, y,σ s )

σs
σ0

(x, y ,σ 0 )

Ω0
Ω

(x + d, y ,σ 0 )

σ

Image plane
(x, y, 0)

: An image feature
: A voting point
: The projection of the green
point on the plane Ω
: A point on the voting line

σ0

Fig. 3. Illustration of the basic idea of voting lines. In (a), an image feature casts a voting line. In (b), we use the original image in Fig. 2(a) but we only show the contours for
better viewing. Three local image features (enclosed by three black boxes) are extracted from an object. Each image feature casts a voting line. Ideally, the three voting lines
intersect at a single point. The projection of the intersection point on the image plane indicates the center of the object. See text for more details. (For interpretation of the
references to color in this ﬁgure caption, the reader is referred to the web version of this paper.)

coordinates ðx; y; 0Þ, which is the projection of the green point on
the plane Ω (i.e., σ ¼ 0). A voting line can be regarded as an inﬁnite
number of voting points, where each point corresponds to a unique
scale in the scale space. For example, the black point on the voting
line in Fig. 3(a) corresponds to a scale σs. According to geometry,
we can simply compute the coordinates of the black point, which is
equal to ðx þ σ s =σ 0 nd; y; σ s Þ.
Ideally, the voting lines produced by the image features on one
object would intersect at a single point, as shown in Fig. 3(b). The
coordinates of the intersection point indicate the position and scale
of a hypothesis. However, in practice, due to the factors such as
intra-class variations and background noise, the intersection point
usually degrades to a scattered point cloud instead of an ideal
single point. Therefore, a clustering algorithm should be employed
to cluster the voting lines. The scattered cloud of each cluster
corresponds to a hypothesis.
This voting line-based approach can avoid detecting objects
repeatedly at several scales, which is required by an image
pyramid-based approach. Moreover, since all points on a voting
line are considered as one Hough vote, the number of false
positives can be reduced. However, there are two disadvantages
in this approach:

 A clustering algorithm is required to approximate the optimal



solution to assign voting lines to hypotheses. This clustering
algorithm is computationally expensive. To handle this issue, in
[11], the computational burden of clustering is reduced by
reducing the number of extracted image features.
As reported in [11], the accuracy of the voting-line based
approach is not very high. To obtain a high performance, an
extra, pre-trained SVM classiﬁer is used in [11] to score and
verify hypotheses.

Furthermore, based on this voting scheme, the correlations
between the true and false positives shown in Fig. 2(b) can be
easily revealed. This leads to a principled and NPMI-based strategy
to fuse hypotheses to reduce false positives, which is described in
Section 5.
We again denote the scales of the objects used in the training
stage as σ0. In the test stage, we ﬁrst construct an image cuboid by
piling up a few copies of an original test image as shown in Fig. 4
(a). The image cuboid is placed in a scale space as shown in Fig. 4
(c). The three levels of the image cuboid are placed on the planes
Ω0, Ωs and Ωt in the scale space, respectively. The equations of
these three planes can be written as σ ¼ σ 0 , σ ¼ σ s and σ ¼ σ t ,
respectively, where σ t o σ 0 oσ s . An image feature is extracted at
the coordinates ðx; y; σ 0 Þ. The same feature can also be found at the
coordinates ðx; y; σ s Þ and ðx; y; σ t Þ. All these three features are
represented as three green points in Fig. 4(c). As in Fig. 3(a), by
applying a Hough Transform-based detector on the plane Ω0, the
image feature at the coordinates ðx; y; σ 0 Þ may cast a Hough vote to
the point at the coordinates ðx; yþ d; σ 0 Þ. Based on the idea of voting
lines, without applying a detector on the planes Ωs and Ωt, we can
directly derive that the image features at the coordinates ðx; y; σ s Þ
and ðx; y; σ t Þ cast Hough votes to the points at the coordinates
ðx þ σ s =σ 0 nd; y; σ s Þ and ðx þ σ t =σ 0 nd; y; σ t Þ, respectively. In other
words, by applying a Hough Transform-based detector only once
at any level of an image cuboid, the Hough votes at multiple scales
can be obtained simultaneously. We call this voting scheme as a
multi-scale voting (MSV) scheme.
Now we apply the MSV scheme to the original image in Fig. 4
(a). Assume that the original image contains r image patches
fpℓ grℓ ¼ 1 . The objective is to detect objects at S different scales
denoted as fσ s gSs ¼ 1 . As explained in Section 3, each image patch pℓ
m
casts a set of Hough votes: E ℓ ¼ fy^ ℓj g
. Therefore, at each scale σs,
j¼0
the set of Hough votes cast by all the r image patches is obtained by
r

r

n¼1

n¼1

4.3. Multi-scale voting scheme

Aðσs Þ ¼ ⋃ E ℓðσs Þ ¼ ⋃ fσ s =σ 0 ny^ ℓj g

Combining the advantages and disadvantages of both image
pyramids and voting lines, we propose a multi-scale voting scheme
to handle object scale variations. This scheme inherits the simplicity of image pyramids and avoids detecting objects repeatedly at
several scales by integrating the characteristics of voting lines.

where the superscripts indicate the corresponding scale. Thus, we
S
can obtain S sets of Hough votes fAðσs Þ gs ¼ 1 . The corresponding
voting points of the S sets of Hough votes form S Hough images
that correspond to the S scales, respectively. These Hough images
form a Hough image cuboid (Fig. 4(b)).

m
j¼0

;

ð10Þ
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Fig. 4. Illustration of an image cuboid (a), a Hough image cuboid (b) and the proposed multi-scale voting scheme (c). In (a), the image cuboid is obtained by piling up a few
copies of the original image. The Hough image cuboid in (b) is obtained by applying the proposed multi-scale voting scheme on the image cuboid in (a). The red and green
boxes in (b) indicate four object hypotheses corresponding to the object in the yellow box in (a). (c) illustrates the voting procedure of the proposed multi-scale voting
scheme in a scale space. See text for more details. (For interpretation of the references to color in this ﬁgure caption, the reader is referred to the web version of this paper.)

As with the Hough image pyramid in Fig. 2(b), the Hough image
cuboid in Fig. 4(b) also contains four hypotheses: one true positive
shown in the red box and three false positives shown in the three
green boxes. However, since the levels of the image cuboid in Fig. 4
(a) are identical, the voting points at different levels of the Hough
image cuboid are derived from the same original image. In other
words, the true positive at the ﬁrst level and the three false
positives at the second level are supported by the same image.
Consequently, for any two hypotheses located at different levels of
a Hough image cuboid, it is straightforward to reveal and measure
the correlation between the two hypotheses by considering the
image features which vote for both the hypotheses. Based on this
characteristic, we propose an NPMI-based fusion strategy to
measure the correlations between hypotheses and reduce false
positives in Section 5. In contrast, for an image pyramid-based
approach, object hypotheses obtained at different levels of a Hough
image pyramid are supported by different levels of an image
pyramid. Thus, it is not straightforward to reveal and measure
the correlations between the hypotheses.
The proposed MSV scheme also possesses some other advantages. First, as mentioned at the beginning of this section, the
image cuboid structure used in the MSV scheme inherits the
simplicity of image pyramids and is even easier to construct.
Second, the more complicated 3D voting lines used in [11] are
not explicitly included. However, the advantages of voting lines are
integrated in the proposed MSV scheme. Thus, it is avoided to
detect objects repeatedly at several scales, which is required by an
image pyramid-based scheme. The feature extraction step and the
voting step are performed only once in the proposed MSV scheme.
Last but not least, although the MSV scheme is based on the idea of
voting lines, the clustering step in [11] is not required. Rather than
using the clustering step, we reduce false positives by using the

NPMI-based fusion strategy proposed in Section 5, which is more
simple and more computationally efﬁcient than the clustering step.

4.4. Probabilistic framework
According to the proposed MSV scheme, we propose a probabilistic framework to compute the score of each detection hypothesis. Let pℓ denote an image patch observed at location lℓ , and let
hðo; z; σÞ represent a hypothesis of an object category o. hðo; z; σÞ is
located at z at a level of a Hough image cuboid, and the level
corresponds to a scale σ. The probability (i.e., score) of hðo; z; σÞ,
pðhðo; z; σÞÞ, means the possibility that z is the center of an object
whose scale is σ. pðhðo; z; σÞÞ can be estimated as follows:
pðhðo; z; σÞÞ ¼ pðo; z; σÞ ¼ ∑pðo; z; σjpℓ ; lℓ Þ pðpℓ ; lℓ Þ;

ð11Þ

ℓ

where
pðo; z; σjpℓ ; lℓ Þ ¼ pðojz; σ; pℓ ; lℓ Þ pðz; σjpℓ ; lℓ Þ;

ð12Þ

and pðpℓ ; lℓ Þ is assumed to satisfy a uniform distribution since we
sample every image patch throughout a test image. The ﬁrst term
on the right side of Eq. (12) indicates the conﬁdence that the image
patch pℓ is classiﬁed as foreground. This conﬁdence, which can be
regarded as the weight assigned to the Hough votes cast by the
image patch pℓ , is computed as
pðoz; σ; pℓ ; lℓ Þ ¼ pðopℓ Þ ¼

1
∑ sgnðmaxðc~ ; 0ÞÞ;
jCℓ jc~ A Cℓ

ð13Þ

where sgnðÞ is a sign function. The second term on the right side of
Eq. (12) speciﬁes the probabilistic Hough vote for the hypothesis
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hðo; z; σÞ cast by the image patch pℓ , and it is estimated as


1
lℓ  z
;
∑ δe~
pðz; σjpℓ ; lℓ Þ ¼
jE ℓ je~ A E ℓ
σ

ð14Þ

where δe~ is the Dirac function for the voting vector e~ A E ℓ .
The probabilities of all possible hypotheses are evaluated. The
hypotheses corresponding to the local maxima at each level of a
Hough image cuboid are accepted as an initial set of detection
results. As shown in Fig. 4(b), an initial set of detection results may
contain both true positives and false positives. Therefore, in the
next section, we propose a principled and NPMI-based strategy to
fuse hypotheses to reduce false positives.

5. The fusion of hypotheses
As explained in Section 4, the obtained initial hypotheses may
generally contain multiple false positives by using either a Hough
image pyramid or a Hough image cuboid. If two hypotheses are
obtained at two different levels of a Hough image pyramid, the two
hypotheses are derived from different levels of an image pyramid
(see Section 4.1 and Fig. 2). Hence, it is difﬁcult to reveal or
measure the correlation between the two hypotheses. In contrast,
if two hypotheses locate at two different levels of a Hough image
cuboid, the two hypotheses are supported by the same test image,
because the levels of an image cuboid are identical copies of the
original test image. Consequently, the correlation between the two
hypotheses can be measured by considering the common image
features shared by the two hypotheses. For two hypotheses at two
different scales, a common image feature shared by the two
hypotheses means that the image feature votes for both the
hypotheses. For example in Fig. 4(c), let us assume that the orange
point corresponds to a hypothesis hðo; z0 ; σ 0 Þ, and the black point
on the plane Ωs corresponds to another hypotheses hðo; zs ; σ s Þ. As
described in Section 4.3, the image cuboid in Fig. 4(a) is placed in
the scale space in Fig. 4(c), and the three green points in Fig. 4
(c) represent three identical image features found on the three
levels of the image cuboid, respectively. The two identical image
features located at the coordinates ðx; y; σ 0 Þ and ðx; y; σ s Þ vote for
the two hypotheses hðo; z0 ; σ 0 Þ and hðo; zs ; σ s Þ, respectively. Since
the two image features are identical, we deﬁne them as the same
common image feature shared by the two hypotheses. For any two
hypotheses at two different scales, if more common image features
are shared by them, the two hypotheses are considered to be more
correlated.
In this section, we ﬁrst measure the correlation between any
two hypotheses at two different scales by calculating the normalized pointwise mutual information (NPMI) [14] of the two hypotheses. In the calculation of the NPMI between two hypotheses, the
common image features shared by the two hypotheses are taken
into account by evaluating the contribution from the common
image features to the scores of the two hypotheses. The computational burden of evaluating NPMI is less than that of implementing
the clustering step in [11], and a heuristic threshold is not required
when one uses NPMI to judge whether two hypotheses are
correlated or not. If two hypotheses at two different scales are
considered to be correlated by evaluating NPMI, they are fused to
avoid a false positive.
Assume that a Hough image cuboid is derived during the
detection of an object category o on a test image, and the cuboid
contains S levels that correspond to S scales fσ i gSi ¼ 1 . All possible
hypotheses at scale σi form a set of hypotheses denoted as Γ ðσ i Þ , and
hðo; zi ; σ i Þ A Γ ðσi Þ denotes a hypothesis at scale σi. Similarly, at
another scale σj, a set of hypotheses denoted as Γ ðσj Þ can be
obtained, and hðo; zj ; σ j Þ A Γ ðσj Þ denotes a hypothesis at scale σj. Let
H ðσ i Þ and H ðσ j Þ be two random variables deﬁned on Γ ðσi Þ and Γ ðσ j Þ ,

respectively. According to the deﬁnition of mutual information
proposed in [29,30], the mutual information between H ðσi Þ and H ðσ j Þ
is given by
I ðH ðσ i Þ ; H ðσ j Þ Þ
¼ ∑ pðhðo; zi ; σ i Þ; hðo; zj ; σ j ÞÞ I ðhðo; zi ; σ i Þ; hðo; zj ; σ j ÞÞ;
hðo;z

ð15Þ

i ;σ i Þ;
j ;σ j Þ

hðo;z

where
I ðhðo; zi ; σ i Þ; hðo; zj ; σ j ÞÞ ¼ log

pðhðo; zi ; σ i Þ; hðo; zj ; σ j ÞÞ
:
pðhðo; zi ; σ i ÞÞ pðhðo; zj ; σ j ÞÞ

ð16Þ

In [14], I ðhðo; zi ; σ i Þ; hðo; zj ; σ j ÞÞ is deﬁned as the pointwise mutual
information
(PMI)
between
a
pair
of
hypotheses
ðhðo; zi ; σ i Þ; hðo; zj ; σ j ÞÞ. The values of PMI in the following three
typical situations are determined as follows:

 When hypotheses hðo; zi ; σ i Þ and hðo; zj ; σ j Þ are supported by the
same image features, the two hypotheses are completely
correlated and deﬁnitely correspond to the same object. In this
situation, we have
pðhðo; zi ; σ i Þ; hðo; zj ; σ j ÞÞ ¼ pðhðo; zi ; σ i ÞÞ
¼ pðhðo; zj ; σ j ÞÞ;

ð17Þ

I ðhðo; zi ; σ i Þ; hðo; zj ; σ j ÞÞ ¼  log pðhðo; zi ; σ i Þ; hðo; zj ; σ j ÞÞ:

ð18Þ

 When hypotheses hðo; zi ; σ i Þ and hðo; zj ; σ j Þ are statistically independent, we have



pðhðo; zi ; σ i Þ; hðo; zj ; σ j ÞÞ ¼ pðhðo; zi ; σ i ÞÞ pðhðo; zj ; σ j ÞÞ;

ð19Þ

I ðhðo; zi ; σ i Þ; hðo; zj ; σ j ÞÞ ¼ 0:

ð20Þ

In this situation, the two hypotheses are completely uncorrelated. They are not supported by the same image features, but
they still share some common image features.
When hypotheses hðo; zi ; σ i Þ and hðo; zj ; σ j Þ are supported by
completely different image features, the two hypotheses deﬁnitely correspond to different objects. In this situation, we have
pðhðo; zi ; σ i Þ; hðo; zj ; σ j ÞÞ ¼ 0;

ð21Þ

I ðhðo; zi ; σ i Þ; hðo; zj ; σ j ÞÞ ¼  1:

ð22Þ

Therefore, the value of PMI is bounded in the interval
½  1;  log pðhðo; zi ; σ i Þ; hðo; zj ; σ j ÞÞ. However, the interval is not
symmetric about zero, the upper bound is not ﬁxed, and the lower
bound approaches inﬁnity. PMI is normalized in [14] to obtain ﬁxed
bounds that are symmetric about zero as follows:
I n ðhðo; zi ; σ i Þ; hðo; zj ; σ j ÞÞ
pðhðo; zi ; σ i Þ; hðo; zj ; σ j ÞÞ
pðhðo; zi ; σ i ÞÞ pðhðo; zj ; σ j ÞÞ
¼
log pðhðo; zi ; σ i Þ; hðo; zj ; σ j ÞÞ
log

pðhðo; zj ; σ j Þjhðo; zi ; σ i ÞÞ
pðhðo; zj ; σ j ÞÞ
:
¼
 log ½pðhðo; zi ; σ i ÞÞ pðhðo; zj ; σ j Þjhðo; zi ; σ i ÞÞ
log

ð23Þ

I n ðhðo; zi ; σ i Þ; hðo; zj ; σ j ÞÞ is called the normalized pointwise
mutual
information
between
a
pair
of
hypotheses
ðhðo; zi ; σ i Þ; hðo; zj ; σ j ÞÞ. The values of NPMI in the above-mentioned
three typical situations are 1, 0 and  1, respectively. Hence, the
value of NPMI is bounded in the interval ½  1; 1. With the ﬁxed and
symmetric bounds, in practice, calculating NPMI is more ﬂexible
than calculating PMI. Moreover, the correlations between different
pairs of hypotheses are comparable.
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In Eq. (23), given that hðo; zi ; σ i Þ corresponds to an object,
pðhðo; zj ; σ j Þjhðo; zi ; σ i ÞÞ means the probability that hðo; zj ; σ j Þ corresponds to the same object. pðhðo; zi ; σ i ÞÞ and pðhðo; zj ; σ j ÞÞ in Eq. (23)
can be calculated by using Eq. (11). We estimate pðhðo; zj ; σ j Þjhðo; zi ; σ i ÞÞ
by using a kernel density estimation technique [31]:

pðhðo; zj ; σ j Þhðo; zi ; σ i ÞÞ
2σ j
3
 ðzi  lℓ Þ þ lℓ  zj
1
6σ
7
p 2
∑K4 i
ð24Þ
5wðpℓ Þ;
b
b ∑ℓ wðpℓ Þ ℓ
where wðpℓ Þ ¼ pðo; zi ; σ i jpℓ ; lℓ Þ is deﬁned in Eq. (12); K is a nonnegative, radially symmetric kernel function; b is the kernel bandwidth; lℓ
is the location of image patch pℓ .
When an initial set of detection results is obtained as explained in Section 4.4, the NPMI for each pair of hypotheses
ðhðo; zi ; σ i Þ; hðo; zj ; σ j ÞÞðia jÞ is evaluated. If I n ðhðo; zi ; σ i Þ; hðo; zj ; σ j ÞÞ
40, hðo; zi ; σ i Þ and hðo; zj ; σ j Þ are statistically dependent. In this
case, hðo; zi ; σ i Þ and hðo; zj ; σ j Þ are fused together. If pðhðo; zi ; σ i ÞÞ
4pðhðo; zj ; σ j ÞÞ, hðo; zi ; σ i Þ is reserved as the fusion result, while
hðo; zj ; σ j Þ is removed.

6. Experiments
The proposed HRM approach is evaluated on challenging
datasets and compared with several state-of-the-art approaches.
Furthermore, four variants of the HRM approach are also implemented and evaluated on the challenging datasets. These variants
are compared with the HRM approach to evaluate the inﬂuences of
its components on its performance.
6.1. Experimental settings
The experimental settings for the HRM approach and all of its
variants are as follows. For training, we randomly sample 12,000
positive and 12,000 negative training image patches in each experiment. Context information is extracted for each image patch by using
16 neighboring patches (as shown in Fig. 1). Thus, the numbers of
HRMs and LRMs used in the experiments are both 17. The size of each
image patch is 16  16 pixels. As in [2], we use 13 feature channels to
obtain feature vectors, which include the absolute values of the two
components of the gradient operator, the absolute values of the two
components of the Laplacian operator and the nine channels of the
HOG feature [8]. A 5  5 region centered at each pixel is used to extract
the HOG feature. The min and max ﬁlters are applied on the 13
channels to yield 26 feature channels. The feature vector of each image
patch is obtained by concatenating the 26 feature channels of each
pixel in the image patch. In BPLS and PLS, the number of latent
components is determined to be 100 by using a cross-validation
procedure. As for the ridge-parameter α used in BPLS, it is chosen to
be 10  10 as suggested in [10]. In the experiments, we also tried other
values of α. As stated in [10], the performance of BPLS greatly
approximates to that of PLS when α is very small (e.g., 10  7, 10  10,
etc.), and degrades when α is close to 1 . For each test image, we
densely sample image patches from it and generate a 4-level Hough
image cuboid (or a 4-level Hough image pyramid) corresponding to
4 scales (i.e., 0.75, 1, 1.25 and 1.5).
The proposed HRM approach mainly consists of three components,
i.e., a BPLS-based module for computing HRMs, an MSV scheme for
handling object scale variations and an NPMI-based strategy for fusing
hypotheses. The inﬂuences of the three components on the performance of the HRM approach are evaluated by comparing the HRM
approach with its four variants. The four variants are the PSCG [12],
HRM1, HRM2 and HRM3 approaches, which are listed in Table 1. The
PSCG approach is the early version of the HRM approach. The second
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column in Table 1 indicates the techniques used to compute HRMs in
the variants. The third column in Table 1 shows the schemes used to
handle object scale variations in the variants, in which ‘ image pyramid’
means that object scale variations are handled by performing object
detection at each level of an image pyramid separately. The fourth
column in Table 1 gives the strategies used to fuse hypotheses in the
variants. In the fourth column, ‘ Non-maxima suppression’ (NMS)
means the hypotheses corresponding to the 3D local maxima in a
Hough image pyramid or a Hough image cuboid are accepted as the
ﬁnal detection result. Essentially, the commonly used NMS strategy is
also a kind of fusion strategy.
The PSCG approach uses traditional PLS technique, and the image
pyramid-based scheme and the NMS strategy employed in the PSCG
approach are both commonly used. Therefore, we use the PSCG
approach as a baseline in the comparison among the HRM approach
and its variants. The difference between the performances of PLS and
BPLS can be evaluated by comparing the PSCG and HRM-1
approaches. The difference can also be indicated by comparing the
HRM-3 and HRM approaches. The comparison between the HRM-1
and HRM-2 approaches can evaluate the improvement obtained by
using the proposed MSV scheme instead of the image pyramid-based
scheme. By comparing the HRM-2 and HRM approaches, we can
evaluate the improved performance of the proposed NPMI-based
strategy compared with that of the NMS strategy.

6.2. Experimental results
The TUD Pedestrians [5] is a challenging pedestrian dataset
containing partial occlusions, cluttered background, and dramatic
scale changes. We use all the provided 400 training images and 250
test images that contain 311 pedestrians in this dataset. The
obtained precision–recall curves are given in Fig. 5, which shows
that the HRM approach signiﬁcantly outperforms the 4D-ISM [15]
and HOG [8] approaches. Moreover, in Fig. 5, although the recall
rate of the HRM approach is slightly lower than that of the partISM
[5] approach when the precision rate is between 47% and 72%, the
overall performance of the HRM approach is better than those of
the partISM and Hough forest [2] approaches.
The precision–recall curves of the HRM approach and its variants
are given in Fig. 6. It can be seen that the HRM and HRM-3 approaches
achieve very similar performances and outperform other variants.
Moreover, the PSCG and HRM-1 approaches also obtain very similar
performances, which are slightly inferior to the HRM-2 approach.
The Equal Error Rates (EERs) obtained by all the above-mentioned
competing approaches on the TUD Pedestrians dataset are listed in
Table 2. The HRM-3 approach obtains the highest EER of 88.4%, while
the second highest EER of 87.7% is obtained by the HRM approach. It
can be seen from Fig. 6 and Table 2 that the performance of the HRM
approach is very close to that of the HRM-3 approach, and the PSCG
and HRM-1 approaches also obtain similar performances. Therefore,
the effectiveness of BPLS and PLS is very similar. However, in the
Table 1
The components of the HRM approach and its four variants. See text for more
details.
Name

Computing
HRMs

Handling object scale
variations

Fusion of
hypotheses

PSCG [12] PLS

Image pyramid

HRM-1

BPLS

Image pyramid

HRM-2

BPLS

MSV

HRM-3
HRM

PLS
BPLS

MSV
MSV

Non-maxima
suppression
Non-maxima
suppression
Non-maxima
suppression
NPMI
NPMI
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Fig. 5. Comparison of the proposed HRM approach and other competing
approaches on the TUD Pedestrians dataset. We use some results of the competing
approaches given in [2,5]. Note that 4D-ISM [15] uses only 210 training images
provided in the dataset.

training stage of the experiments, BPLS is about 10 times faster than
PLS in average. This shows that BPLS can signiﬁcantly improve the
efﬁciency of the HRM approach without reducing its effectiveness.
The TUD Motorbikes dataset [6] contains 125 side-views of
motorbikes in 115 images. This dataset includes challenging scale and
illumination changes, partial occlusions, and cluttered background. We
choose 284 images captured in real scenes from the Caltech motorbikes dataset [32] for training. Table 3 shows the EERs obtained by nine
approaches. Both the HRM approach and the HRM-3 approach achieve
the EER of 90.0% which shows that they outperform all the competing
approaches. The HRM-2 approach obtains an inferior performance
when it is compared with the Boosted Random Ferns [33] and
ISMþMDL [1] approaches, but it outperforms the HRM-1 and PSCG
approaches. Again, the HRM-1 and PSCG approaches obtain similar
performances, which are close to that of the Fast PRISM approach [7]
and are superior to that of the IRD approach [6].
6.3. Experimental analysis
In the above experiments, except for the Boosted Random Ferns
approach, all other competing approaches are classical Hough
Transform-based approaches. From the experimental results we
can see that the derived HRMs can effectively model the relationship between context-encoded feature vectors and Hough votes,
and the proposed MSV scheme and NPMI-based fusion strategy can
effectively deal with object scale changes. Object locations can be
accurately predicted by the HRM approach against partial occlusions, cluttered background, dramatic scale variations and drastic
illumination changes (see Figs. 7 and 8 for some examples).
With regard to the components of the HRM approach, we
analyze their inﬂuences on the performance of the HRM approach
based on the above-mentioned experimental results (as shown in
Fig. 6, Tables 2 and 3).

datasets. This suggests that, even without using the proposed
NPMI-based fusion strategy, the proposed MSV scheme can still
perform better than an image pyramid-based scheme and
slightly improve the accuracy of the detection results. On the
TUD Pedestrians and TUD Motorbikes datasets, the MSV scheme
helps the HRM-2 approach to obtain the improvements of 1.1%
and 1.7% in EER over the HRM-1 approach, respectively. Consequently, the voting vectors produced by using the MSV scheme
are more accurate than those produced by using an image
pyramid-based scheme. Note that the main purpose of the MSV
scheme is not to improve the performance but to serve as a
foundation for revealing the correlations between hypotheses at
different scales (see Section 4).
The performances of the HRM and HRM-3 approaches are
obviously superior to that of the HRM-2 approach on both the
datasets. This shows that the proposed NPMI-based fusion strategy used in the HRM approach is more effective than the
commonly used NMS strategy employed in the HRM-2 approach.

Fig. 6. Comparison among the HRM approach and its four variants on the TUD
Pedestrians dataset. All the ﬁve approaches use the 400 training images provided in
the dataset.

Table 2
The EERs obtained by the eight competing approaches on the TUD Pedestrians
dataset. The HOG approach [8] is not listed because it stops at a recall of 60% and a
precision of 75% [15], as can be seen in Fig. 5.
Approach

EER (%)

4D-ISM [15]
partISM [5]
Hough forest [2]
PSCG [12]
HRM-1
HRM-2
HRM-3
HRM

68.0
84.0
86.5
83.0
83.4
84.5
88.4
87.7

 On both the TUD Pedestrians and TUD Motorbikes datasets, the



HRM and HRM-3 approaches obtain very similar performances.
Moreover, the HRM-1 and PSCG approaches also achieve similar
performances on both the datasets. These results indicate that the
accuracy of BPLS is quite close to that of PLS. Hence, introducing the
ridge-parameter α and extracting all latent components simultaneously in one eigenvalue decomposition step in BPLS do not
degrade the performance as compared to PLS. Furthermore, in the
experiments, BPLS is about 10 times faster than PLS in computing
HRMs. Therefore, by using BPLS, we can signiﬁcantly improve the
efﬁciency of the training stage of the HRM approach while keeping
the accuracy in the detection results.
The HRM-2 approach achieves slightly better performance as
compared to the PSCG and HRM-1 approaches on both the

Table 3
The EERs obtained by the nine competing
approaches on the TUD Motorbikes dataset.
Approach

EER (%)

IRD [6]
ISM þ MDL [1]
Fast PRISM [7]
Boosted Random Ferns [33]
PSCG [12]
HRM-1
HRM-2
HRM-3
HRM

81.0
87.0
83.0
89.3
82.7
82.9
84.6
90.0
90.0

J. Tang et al. / Neurocomputing 152 (2015) 236–249

The NPMI-based fusion strategy can effectively reduce false
positives and improve the performance of the HRM approach.
On the TUD Pedestrians and TUD Motorbikes datasets, the NPMI-
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based fusion strategy helps the HRM approach to obtain the
improvements of 3.2% and 5.4% in EER over the HRM-2 approach,
respectively.

Fig. 7. Examples of some results obtained by the proposed HRM approach on the TUD Pedestrians dataset.

Fig. 8. Examples of some results obtained by the proposed HRM approach on the TUD Motorbikes dataset.
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 The NPMI-based fusion strategy is not only effective but also
relatively simple. It requires only simple calculations as shown
in Eqs. (23) and (24). In contrast, the ISM þMDL [1] and IRD [6]
approaches require more complicated veriﬁcation steps, i.e.,
segmentation and SVM-based classiﬁcation, respectively.
Moreover, the performances of these two approaches are
inferior to that of the HRM approach on the TUD Motorbikes
dataset.
7. Conclusion
In this paper, we have proposed a novel Hough Transformbased object detection approach named the HRM approach. We
have employed Bridge Partial Least Squares to efﬁciently establish
context-encoded Hough Regression Models. PLS can reduce the
redundancy and eliminate the multicollinearity of a feature set.
The only parameter used in PLS is the number of latent components, which can be determined by using a cross-validation
procedure. BPLS is an efﬁcient variant of PLS, which can simultaneously extract all latent components for feature vectors by using
eigenvalue decomposition only once. Due to these advantages of
BPLS, the obtained HRMs can accurately generate Hough votes for
possible object locations. Moreover, we have proposed a novel
multi-scale voting scheme to efﬁciently handle object scale
changes. This scheme casts Hough votes at multiple scales simultaneously by using only an original image. Therefore, constructing
an image pyramid and detecting objects repeatedly on all levels of
the image pyramid as in many other approaches are not required.
Based on this scheme, normalized pointwise mutual information
between estimated hypotheses can be evaluated, and it is used to
fuse multiple hypotheses corresponding to the same object to
reduce false positives. In the experiments, we have also compared
the HRM approach with its four variants to evaluate the inﬂuences
of its components on its performance. Experimental results have
shown that the proposed approaches have achieved better performances than several state-of-the-art competing approaches on
challenging datasets.
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